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There is a structural shift happening in the US Economy, US is going to re-industrialize and inflation

may not subside back to 2% but rather settle around 4 to 6%.

With US Debt Levels reaching all

time highs, where the total private

and public sector is 290% of GDP,

Russell Napier makes the point

that a higher rate of nominal GDP

growth will be used by the

government to liquidate the debt.

The structural shift was shift of

control over creation of money

from central banks onto

governments in the form of credit

guarantees to commercial banks.

These credit guarantees will be

used to steer the economy

towards higher nominal growth.

“The great problems we have –

energy, climate change, defense,

inequality, our dependence on

production from China – will all be

solved by massive investment.

This capex boom could last for a

long time,” outlines Napier.

We are already seeing this thesis

play out with the resurgence in

manufacturing jobs. There are

other drivers like shorter lead

times, availability of a skilled

workforce and increase in

automation. Especially automation

as labor costs as a percentage of

overall costs is becoming smaller

by the day.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pine-tree-macro-952b86238/
https://twitter.com/home
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G4 Central Banks are tightening in sync, we are seeing the Big Tech bubble

deflate in real time. However, we might be close to a major accident in the

financial system with bubbles imploding left and right, this time we may not go all

the way back to zero interest rates which could mean that most of these losses

are not temporary .

Investors in FTX included Pension Funds of Singapore and Canada among

others, pension funds having to take risk through financial engineering like in

the case of GILTS in the UK and investing in ventures like FTX (the crypto

golden boy). With pension funds being whammed by inflation and massive

drawdowns in risky investments, it is reasonable to expect them to withdraw

significantly from markets overall.
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The US 10-Year Treasury may have hit

levels where buying it, solely based on

mean reversion after confirmation of a

subsiding MOVE Index makes for good

trade on a tactical basis.

Source: Alpine Macro, 2022
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This week it was revealed in the Chinese media, that tanks were being hidden in

modified civilian vessels. A recent defense expo also revealed the SLC-18P which

is dubbed as the Anti-Starlink Radar. Xi Jinping is set to meet Joe Biden where he

will convey his red lines with regards to Taiwan during the upcoming G-20 Summit

in Bali.
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Pine Tree Macro Pvt Ltd (“Pine Tree”): This information provided is for the exclusive and

confidential use of the addressee only. Any distribution, use or reproduction of this information

without the prior written permission of Pine Tree is strictly prohibited. The information and any

material provided in this document or in any communication containing a link to Pine Tree’s

website is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or

country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would

subject Pine Tree to any registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country. Neither the

information, nor any material or opinion contained in this document constitutes a solicitation or

offer by Pine Tree or its, directors and employees to buy or sell any securities, futures, options or

other financial instruments or provide any investment advice or service. We do not represent that the

information and any material provided on this website is accurate or complete. Pine Tree makes

every effort to use reliable, comprehensive information; but makes no representations or warranties,

express or implied or assumes any liability for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any

information contained in this document. All investments are subject to market risks. In no event will

Pine Tree or its directors and employees be liable for any damages including without limitation

direct or indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages, losses or expenses arising out of and

in connection with this website, or in connection with any failure of performance, error, omission,

interruption, defect, delay in operation or transmission, computer virus or system failure.


